
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of agile scrum
master. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for agile scrum master

Increasing site performance, capacity, and security capabilities (by ensuring
that requirements, design, testing, and implementation of the product are
improving our posture in these areas)
Demonstrating accountability (understanding and performing roles and
ensuring backups are available as needed)
Facilitating the management and burn down of the Program Backlog
(managing a list of non-feature architectural, technical debt, and process
items)
Providing excellent customer service (managing to metrics, continuing
program improvements, and increasing customer satisfaction scores)
Efficiently fields questions from the product, portfolio teams, track any issues
to resolution
Leads and facilitates critical team level agile ceremonies including sprint
planning, backlog grooming, sprint demos, retrospectives, daily stand-ups
Balances scrum process enforcement with collaboration and adapts the agile
process framework to the realities of the team culture and environment
Fulfills the role of the Scrum Master, leading multiple teams through all
sprints/iterations and phases of the project using the Agile/Scrum process in
the delivery of enterprise software development projects to the production
environment
Work with management, business, marketing and technology leaders to
create a cohesive project vision and team charter
Organize, facilitate and provide direction during project planning, daily stand-
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Qualifications for agile scrum master

Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science or equivalent degree, or Military
Experience
At least 3 years of experience with Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC)
Master’s Degree in Computer Science or equivalent degree
PMP (Project Management Professional) or Masters Certificate of Project
Management (CPM)
2+ years of experience in Conversion and/or integration
Experience of working on data migration / cleaning / consolidation and
ideally


